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 .  .Let T , M be a complete local Noetherian unique factorization domain of
dimension at least two such that the cardinality of the residue field TrM is at least
 .the cardinality of the real numbers. Suppose 0 s p ; p ; ??? ; p / M is a0 1 n
chain of distinct prime ideals of T such that p intersected with the prime subringn
of T is the zero ideal. We construct a chain of local unique factorization domains
A ; A ; ??? ; A ; A s T such that the completion of each A is T andn ny1 1 0 i
for every i the generic formal fiber of A is local this means that the ringi
.T m K is a local ring where K is the quotient field of A with p m K itsA i i i i A ii i
maximal ideal. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Ã .Suppose A is a local Noetherian ring with maximal ideal P, A the
P-adic completion of A, and p a prime ideal of A. We define the formal
Ã  ..  .fiber of A at p to be Spec A m k p where k p is A rpA . We canA p p
also think of the formal fiber of A at p as the inverse image of p under
Ã w xthe morphism Spec A ª Spec A. Matsumura and others 6, 7, 2 have
investigated the possible dimensions of these formal fibers. Following
w xMatsumura in 6 , we define
Ãa A , p s dim A m k p , .  . .A
and
a A s sup a A , p p g Spec A . 4 .  .
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w xIn 6 , Matsumura shows that if A is a local domain with quotient field K,
Ã .  .  .then a A s dim A m K . In other words, a A is the dimension of theA
 .formal fiber of A at the prime ideal 0 . We call this particular formal
w xfiber the generic formal fiber. Matsumura also conjectures in 6 that if
 .dim A s d, then the only possible values for a A are d y 1, d y 2, and
w x0. This, in fact, is not the case as Rotthaus shows in 7 that for d ) 3 and
any t satisfying 0 - t - d y 2, it is possible to construct a ring of dimen-
sion d whose generic formal fiber has dimension t. In other words, it is
possible to control the dimension of the generic formal fiber. We wish to
gain more control of the structure of the generic formal fiber. In particu-
lar, we answer the question of whether the generic formal fiber can be
Ã .local. This means, of course, that A m K is a local ring. At the sameA
time, we answer a question informally posed by Rotthaus: is it possible to
construct a chain of local domains A ; A ; ??? ; A all with then ny1 1
 .same completion so that a A s i? We construct such a chain and, ini
fact, also manage to construct each A so that its generic formal fiber isi
local. We note here that throughout this paper, when the generic formal
Ã .fiber of A is local with q m K its maximal ideal where q g Spec A , weA
 .will simply say by abuse of notation that the generic formal fiber of A is
local with q its maximal ideal.
We start with a complete local unique factorization domain T of
dimension at least two, having M as its maximal ideal and satisfying the
< <cardinality condition TrM G c where c is the cardinality of the real
 .numbers. Then we consider a chain of distinct prime ideals of T , 0 s p0
; p ; ??? ; p / M, such that, when we intersect p with the prime1 n n
subring of T , we get the zero ideal. We then construct a chain of local
UFD's A ; A ; ??? ; A ; A s T such that the completion of An ny1 1 0 i
at its maximal ideal is T , and the generic formal fiber of A is local with pi i
its maximal ideal.
 .It is worth noting that it is impossible with T , M as above to construct
 .a ring A, A l M with completion T such that M is in the generic formal
fiber of A, because then A is a field, and so T is a field, violating the
condition that the dimension of T be at least two. It is also impossible to
construct such a ring A with p g Spec T in the generic formal fiber if p
intersected with the prime subring of T is not the zero ideal. This is
because A must contain the prime subring of T. So, our result shows that
all other primes of T can be maximal in the generic formal fiber of some
local UFD A with completion T.
ww xxConsider, for example, the complete local UFD C x , . . . , x where1 nq1
 .  .C is the complex numbers. Let p s 0 and p s x , . . . , x for i s0 i 1 i
ww xx1, 2, . . . n. Our result shows a chain A ; ??? A ; A s C x , . . . , xn 1 0 1 nq1
Ã ww xxof local UFD's exists such that A s C x , . . . , x for every i, and thei 1 nq1
 .generic formal fiber of A is local with x , . . . , x its maximal ideal.i 1 i
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The construction of each A is based on the construction Heitmann usesi
w xin 3 . As in Heitmann's paper, when we say a ring is local, Noetherian is
implied, and when we say a ring is quasi-local, we mean a local ring that is
w xnot necessarily Noetherian. We first note that Proposition 1 in 4 states
 .  .that if R, R l M is a quasi-local subring of a complete local ring T , M ,
R ª TrM 2 is onto, and IT l R s I for every finitely generated ideal I of
ÃR, then R is Noetherian and the natural homomorphism R ª T is an
isomorphism. We construct each A to satisfy the hypotheses of thisi
 .proposition. In addition, we guarantee that A l p s 0 and if q g Spec Ti i
 .with q o p , then A l q / 0 . This forces the generic formal fiber of Ai i i
to be local with p its maximal ideal.i
Using the same method, it is possible to prove a semilocal version of this
 . < <result. Specifically, suppose T , M is a complete local domain with TrM
 .G c and such that T satisfies Serre's S condition, i.e., depth T G2 P
 .  4min ht P, 2 for every P g Spec T. Let p , . . . , p be a set of nonzero1 s
prime ideals of T such that for every j, p l the prime subring ofj
.  .T s 0 , M / p and p o p when i / j. Then there exists a local UFD Aj i j
Ãsuch that A s T and the generic formal fiber of A is semilocal with
 4maximal ideals exactly p , . . . , p . Note that for this result, the UFD1 s
hypothesis on T can be weakened to T being a domain satisfying Serre's
 .S condition. Therefore, throughout this paper, we assume T is a UFD2
only when necessary.
All rings in this paper are commutative with unity. Also, when we write
 .T , M is a quasi-local ring, we mean that T is a quasi-local ring with
Ãmaximal ideal M. In this setting, we use T to denote the completion of T
in the M-adic topology.
Finally, I would like to thank Ray Heitmann for numerous helpful
conversations and suggestions regarding the work contained in this paper.
In addition, I am grateful to Christel Rotthaus, John Tate, David Saltman,
Sylvia Wiegand, and the referee for their suggestions.
2. THE CONSTRUCTION
w xThe following proposition is Proposition 1 from 4 . We construct rings
to satisfy the hypotheses of this proposition to ensure that they are
Noetherian and have the desired completion.
 .PROPOSITION 1. If R, M l R is a quasi-local subring of a complete
 . 2local ring T , M , R ª TrM is onto and IT l R s I for e¨ery finitely
generated ideal I of R, then R is Noetherian and the natural homomorphism
ÃR ª T is an isomorphism.
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 .Now suppose T , M is a complete local ring, R a quasi-local subring of
T , and C a subset of Spec T. In our construction, we often want to find an
 .element in T that is transcendental over Rr R l P as an element of
TrP for all P g C. Lemmas 2]4 allow us to do this. The statements of
w xLemmas 2 and 3 are Lemmas 2 and 3 in 3 and this is where their proofs
can be found.
LEMMA 2. Let T be a complete local ring with maximal ideal M, C be a
countable set of primes in Spec T such that M f C, and D be a countable set
of elements of T. If I is an ideal of T which is contained in no single P in C,
 4then I o j P q r N P g C, r g D .
 .LEMMA 3. Let T , M be a local ring. Let C ; Spec T , let I be an ideal
such that I o P for e¨ery P g C, and let D be a subset of T. Suppose
< < < <  < 4C = D - TrM . Then I o D P q r P g C, r g D .
 . < <LEMMA 4. Suppose T , M is a local ring with TrM infinite. Let
C , C ; Spec T , u, w g T such that u f P for e¨ery P g C and w f Q for1 2 1
< <e¨ery Q g C . Also, suppose D and D are subsets of T. If C = D -2 1 2 1 1
< < < < < <TrM and C = D - TrM , then we can find a unit x g T such that2 2
ux f D P q r P g C , r g D 41 1
and
y1wx f D Q q a Q g C , a g D . 42 2
 .Proof. First, we define a map f : C = D ª T. Suppose P, r g C =1 1 1 1
 .  . .  .D . If r q P f u q P TrP , then define f P, r s 0. On the other1 1
 .  . .hand, if r q P g u q P TrP , then pick an element s g T so that1
 .  . .  .r q P s u q P s q P and define f P, r s s . Now, let S s1 1 1 1
 4 Image f j 0 . Define a set S of elements in T similarly replacing u by1 2
. < < < <w by defining a map f : C = D ª T. Now, S F C = D q 1 -2 2 2 1 1 1
< <TrM , so we can pick an x q M g TrM so that x q M / s q M for1
< <every s g S . In fact, we have TrM choices for such an x q M. Let1 1
Y s x q M g TrM x q M / M q s ;s g S 41 1 1
< < < <As noted, Y s TrM . Also, since 0 g S , all cosets in Y consist of units.1
Let
y1 y1Y s x q M x q M g Y . 4
< y1 < < < < < < < < < < <Since TrM is a field, Y s Y s TrM . Now, S F C = D - TrM2 2 2
< y1 < y1 y1 y1s Y , so we can find a coset x q M g Y so that x q M / s q M2
for every s g S . For such an x, we have x f M q s for every s g S2 2 1 1 1
and xy1 f M q s for every s g S . Now, suppose P g C and r g D . If2 2 2 1 1
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 .  . .  .  . .r q P f u q P TrP , then r q P / u q P x q P , so ux f r q P.
 .  . .  .  .On the other hand, if r q P g u q P TrP , then r q P s u q P s1
.q P for some s g S , and by the way x was chosen, x f M q s , so1 1 1
x f P q s . Note that if ux g r q P, then ux g us q P, so ux y us g P,1 1 1
and it follows that x y s g P, which implies x g P q s , a contradiction.1 1
Hence, ux f r q P. Similarly, wxy1 f Q q a for every Q g C and a g2
D . So, x is the desired element.2
In our construction, we construct subrings of T possessing some very
nice properties. We call these subrings N-subrings and define them as
w xHeitmann does in 3 .
 .  .DEFINITION 5. Let T , M be a complete local ring and let R, M l R
be a quasi-local unique factorization domain contained in T satisfying:
 . < <  < <.i R F sup / , TrM with equality only if TrM is countable,o
 .  .  .ii Q l R s 0 for all Q g Ass T , and
 .  .  .iii if t g T is regular and P g Ass TrtT , then ht P l R F 1.
Then R is called an N-subring of T.
For much of this paper, we assume that T is a UFD. In this case, since T
 .is a domain, condition ii for N-subrings becomes trivial. We also often
< <  .assume TrM G c c is the cardinality of the real numbers , in which case
 . < < < <  .condition i becomes R - TrM . Condition iii really says that prime
divisors of principal ideals of T are principal when intersected down to the
N-subring. We need this condition to force our constructed rings to be
UFD's.
The following theorem is used to get the desired condition for use of
.Proposition 1 that IT l A s I for every finitely generated ideal of A.
w xThe idea of the proof is taken from the proof of Lemma 4 in 3 .
 .  .THEOREM 6. Let T , M be a complete local ring, and 0 / p ; p ;1 2
??? ; p / M be a chain of distinct prime ideals in T. Let R ; ??? ; R ben n 1
 .a chain of N-subrings of T with R l p s 0 , for e¨ery i s 1, 2, . . . , n. Let Ii i
be a finitely generated ideal of R with c g R and c g IT. Then there exists an n
< < < <chain of N-subrings S ; ??? ; S such that R ; S ; T , S s R , c g IS ,n 1 i i i i n
 .and S l p s 0 , for e¨ery i s 1, 2, . . . , n.i i
As the proof of this theorem is quite lengthy, we first prove a series of
three lemmas before proving Theorem 6.
LEMMA 7. For Theorem 6, we can reduce to the case IR not contained ini
a height one prime ideal of R for e¨ery i s 1, 2, . . . n.i
Proof. First, consider the ideal aR where a is a prime element of Rn n
and suppose c g aT. Now since the maximal ideal of R is M l R , a isn n
 .  .not a unit in T. Consider P g Ass TraT . Note that by property ii of
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 .N-subrings, a is not a zero divisor in T. So, by property iii of N-subrings,
we have aR s P l R . Now c g aT ; P. But as c g R , we have c g Pn n n
l R s aR . So, if aR is a height one prime of R and c g aT , then itn n n n
follows that c g aR .n
 .  .Now, let I s y , . . . , y R and suppose y , . . . , y R ; aR where1 m n 1 m n n
aR is a height one prime of R . Then, c g IT ; aR T ; aT. It follows byn n n
what was shown above that we have c g aR . Hence, y ra, . . .n 1
4y ra, cra ; R . Now, since a is not a unit in T , we have IT properlym n
contained in ay1IT. It suffices to prove Theorem 6 with c replaced by cra
and y replaced by y ra. We repeat this process to reduce to the casej j
where I is not contained in a height one prime ideal of R . This eventuallyn
happens since otherwise we would get an infinite strictly increasing chain
of ideals in T , violating the Noetherian property of T. Hence, without loss
 .of generality, we assume y , . . . , y R is not contained in a height one1 m n
 .prime of R . Note that if y , . . . , y R ; aR , with a g R a primen 1 m i i i
element of R for some i s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1, then there is a P g Spec Ti
 .  . with P g Ass TraT . So, as aR ; aT ; P, we have ht aR l R F ht aTi i n
.  .  .l R F ht P l R F 1 by property iii of N-subrings and son n
 .y , . . . , y R is contained in a height one prime of R . Hence, we are1 m n n
 .really assuming that y , . . . , y R is not contained in a height one prime1 m i
of R for every i s 1, 2, . . . n, so the lemma holds.i
LEMMA 8. Theorem 6 holds if I is generated by one element.
Proof. In this case, Lemma 7 gives us I s R , and so S s R works forn i i
every i.
LEMMA 9. Theorem 6 holds if I is generated by two elements.
Proof. We first use Lemma 7 to reduce to the case where I is not
contained in a height one prime ideal of R for every i s 1, 2, . . . n. Leti
 .I s y , y R . As c g IT , we have c s t y q t y for some t , t g T.1 2 n 1 1 2 2 1 2
 .  .Now, for any t g T , we have c s t q ty y q t y ty y . Define x s1 2 1 2 1 2 1
X w y1 xt q ty and x s t y ty where we will pick t later. Let R s R x , y1 2 2 2 1 i i 1 2
w y1 x X Xl R x , y and let S be R localized at R l M. We must first showi 2 1 i i i
that RX ; T for every i. To do this, first fix i. Now, suppose u r¨ g RX y Ti i i i
where u and ¨ are in T. Consider the T-module Tr¨ T. Since u r¨ f T ,i i i i i
 .  .  .we have Ann u q ¨ T / T. Now, ¨ : u ; Ann u q ¨ T and it followsi i i i i i
 .  .  .that ¨ : u ; P for some P g Ass Tr¨ T . From condition iii of thei i i i i
 .  .definition of N-subring, ht R l P F 1, and by Lemma 7, y , y R oi i 1 2 i
 .R l P . Hence, P cannot contain both y and y . Without loss ofi i i 1 2
X w y1 xgenerality, suppose y f P . Then, u r¨ g R ; R x , y ; T . It fol-1 i i i i i 2 1 Pi
 .  .lows that T s ¨ : u T . But, this cannot happen since ¨ : u ; P . SoP i i P i i ii i
we have RX ; T as desired. Now, c s x y q x y , so if we can show thati 1 1 2 2
x and x are in S , then it would follow that c g IS . But as x s c y1 2 n n 2
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.  . < < < <x y ry and x s c y x y ry , this is clear. To see that S s R for1 1 2 1 2 2 1 i i
every i, note that finite integral domains are fields, and since we are
< <assuming I is generated by two elements, we are assuming that R isi
infinite for every i.
It remains to show that t can be chosen to simultaneously make each Si
 .an N-subring and force S l p s 0 . To pick t, we will use either Lemmai i
2 or Lemma 3 and so we now work to define the sets C and D. First,
define
 4C s p , p , . . . p j Ass T1 2 n
j P g Spec T P g Ass TrrT with 0 / r g R . . 41
 .If M g Ass T , then as R is an N-subring, M l R s 0 . But, this is an n
contradiction as y g M l R . So, M f Ass T. Now, if P g P g1 n
<  . 4  .Spec T P g Ass TrrT with 0 / r g R , then ht P l R s 1 by condi-1 1
 .  4tion iii of N-subrings. But, by Lemma 7, we have y , y o P. This1 2
 4implies that M f C, and we also see that y , y o P for every P g C.1 2
Let P g C and suppose y is not in P. Now, suppose t q P / t9 q P as1
 .  .elements of TrP. Then t y t9 f P, but as y f P, we have y t y y t91 1 1
 .  .  .f P and it follows that t y t9y y t y ty f P. Hence, t y t9y q2 1 2 1 2 1
 .P / t y ty q P. So, each choice of a coset t q P yields a different2 1
<  . < < <coset x q P. Noting that R r P l R F R , we see that the algebraic2 1 1 1
 .closure of R r P l R in TrP has cardinality at most the cardinality of1 1
< <R . So, for all but R choices of cosets, we get cosets t q P g TrP that1 1
 .make x q P g TrP transcendental over R r R l P . Let D be a full2 1 1 P .
set of coset representatives for the cosets t q P that make x q P g TrP2
 . algebraic over R r R l P . If y g P and y f P, then define D to1 1 1 2 P .
be a full set of coset representatives for the cosets t q P that make x q P1
 . . < < < <algebraic over R r R l P . Then, as noted above, D F R . Now,1 1 P . 1
< < < < < < < <define D s D D . Then, C F R and so C = D F R . Now, weP g C P . 1 1
 .use Lemma 2 if R is countable and Lemma 3 if not both with I s M to1
 < 4find a t g M such that t f D P q r P g C, r g D . This is the desired t.
We now show that S is a UFD for every i. By the way t was chosen, it isi
 .  .clear that x q p an element of Trp is transcendental over R r R l p .2 i i i i i
It follows that x is transcendental over R for every i. It is easy to see2 i
that x is transcendental over R if and only if x is transcendental over1 i 2
w x w xR . So, we have that R x is a UFD for every i. Now, since R x andi i 1 i 1
w xR x are UFD's, they are also Krull domains. If we localize a Krulli 2
 w x. w y1 xdomain, we still have a Krull domain Theorem 12.1 in 5 . So, R x , yi 1 2
w y1 x w xand R x , y are Krull domains. By Theorem 12.4 in 5 , we know thati 2 1
intersecting Krull domains which have the same field of fractions gives us
X w y1 y1 xanother Krull domain. So, R is a Krull domain. Note that R x , y , yi i 1 2 1
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w y1 y1 x w y1 y1 xs R x , y , y and this is a Krull domain, so R x , y , y s FVi 2 1 2 i 1 1 2 a
where the V 's are the essential valuation rings localizations at height onea
. w y1 x  .primes . It follows that R x , y s FV l Y l ??? l Y andi 2 1 a 1 k
w y1 x  .  4R x , y s FV l W l ??? l W where Y , . . . , Y are the localiza-i 1 2 a 1 l 1 k
 4tions at the height one primes that contain y , and W , . . . , W are the2 1 l
localizations at the height one primes that contain y . So, we have1
RX s FV l Y l ??? l Y l W l ??? l W . .i a 1 k 1 l
Now, we will show that prime elements in R are prime in RX . So, supposei i
a g R is a prime element. Then, by Lemma 7, we have either y f aR ori 1 i
y f aR . Without loss of generality, assume y f aR . Then, as x is2 i 2 i 2
w xtranscendental over R , we have y f aR x . Now a is prime ini 2 i 2
w y1 x  .R x , y and so it is a prime nonunit in exactly one of the valuationi 1 2
 4  4rings in the set V j W , . . . , W , and a unit in all of the rest. Clearly, aa 1 l
w y1 x w y1 xis either prime or a unit in R x , y . If a is a unit in R x , y , then ai 2 1 i 2 1
 4is a unit in all of the valuation rings in the set Y , . . . , Y . If a is prime,1 k
w xthen y f aR x . This, together with our assumption, gives us that1 i 2
w y1 xy f aR x , y . Hence, we have aY s Y for every j s 1, 2, . . . , k. So, a2 i 2 1 j j
 .is a unit in all of the Y 's. It follows that a is a prime nonunit in exactlyj
one of the valuation rings that make up RX , and so a is a prime element ofi
RX . Therefore, prime elements of R are prime in RX . Now, as R is ai i i n
UFD, we can factor y and y into primes, say y s b ??? b and y s a1 2 1 1 s 2 1
??? a . We define S to be the multiplicative set generated by the elementsr
 4b , . . . , b , a , . . . , a . Then, by what we have just shown, S consists of1 s 1 r
X  X .prime elements of R . So, if we can show R is a UFD, then by Theoremi i S
w x X  X .19.20 in 1 , we can conclude that R is a UFD. We claim R si i S
w y1 y1 xR x , y , y . Clearly, when we localize at S, y and y become units.i 1 1 2 1 2
 X .  4So, in the ring R , the valuation rings Y , . . . , Y , W , . . . W are noi S 1 k 1 l
 X . w y1 y1 xlonger essential. Hence, we have R s R x , y , y . It follows thati S i 1 1 2
RX is a UFD, and so we have that S is a UFD for every i.i i
 .Now we must show that for our choice of t, S l p s 0 , and Si i i
 .  .   .satisfies conditions ii and iii of being an N-subring condition i is
.  .clear for every i. So, first fix i. Now, y g R and R l p s 0 , so1 i i i
y f p . It follows by the way t was chosen that x q p is transcendental1 i 2 i
 .over R r R l p , so it is certainly transcendental over the subring1 1 i
 . w x  . w y1 xR r R l p . Hence, R x l p s 0 . Clearly, then, we have R x , yi i i i 2 i i 2 1
 . X w y1 x X  .l p s 0 . Now, as R ; R x , y , we have R l p s 0 . As S is just ai i i 2 1 i i i
X  .localization of R , we have S l p s 0 . Now, suppose Q g Ass T. Sincei i i
 .R is an N-subring, we have Q l R s 0 . Hence, y f Q, so by the wayi i 1
 .t was chosen, x q Q is transcendental over R r R l Q as an element2 1 1
w x  .of TrQ. So, R x l Q s 0 . And, by the same reasons as before, wei 2
 .  .have S l Q s 0 . So, S satisfies condition ii an N-subrings for every i.i i
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 .It remains to show that if z g T is regular and P g Ass TrzT , then
 .   . .ht S l P F 1 Condition iii of N-subrings . So, suppose z g T is regu-i
 .  .lar and P g Ass TrzT . Then, as R is an N-subring, ht R l P F 1.i i
 .  .Suppose ht R l P s 0. Then, as R is a domain, we have R l P s 0 .i i i
So, in the ring RX X , all elements of R except for 0 have beeniR l P . iiX w x w xXinverted. So, R s k x l k x localized at some set where k is aiR l P . i 1 i 2 ii
w x X w xXfield. But, x g k x , so R s k x localized at some set. Now, as2 i 1 iR l P . i 1i
w x X  X .Xdim k x F 1, we have dim R F 1, and it follows that ht R l Pi 1 iR l P . ii
 .  .F 1. Hence, ht S l P F 1. Now, suppose ht R l P s 1. Then R l Pi i i
 .s aR for some a g R l P. By condition ii of N-subrings, a is not a zeroi i
w xdivisor in T. Now, the corollary to Theorem 6.2 in 5 tells us that
 .PT g Ass T rzT . As depth T s 1 and a is regular, the ring T raTP P P P P P
 .consists only of zero divisors and units. Hence, PT g Ass T raT . So,P P P
w x  .using the same corollary in 5 , we have P g Ass TraT , and it follows
that P g C. Now, either y or y is not in P. Suppose y f P. Let1 2 1
 y1 . Xg x , y g R l P. Then, multiplying through by a high enough power of2 1 i
 .k  y1 . w xy , we get y g x , y g R x l P. But by the way t was chosen, the1 1 2 1 i 2
 .k  y1 .  .k  y1 .coefficients of y g x , y are in R l P s aR , so y g x , y g1 2 1 i i 1 2 1
w x  y1 . w y1 xaR x . It follows that g x , y g aR x , y . Now, if y f P, we cani 2 2 1 i 2 1 2
 y1 .  y1 . w y1 xshow in the same way that g x , y s f x , y g aR x , y . Hence,2 1 1 2 i 1 2
 y1 . w y1 x w y1 x Xg x , y g aR x , y l aR x , y s aR . On the other hand, if y2 1 i 2 1 i 1 2 i 2
w y1 x w y1 xg P, then y g R l P s aR , so aR x , y s R x , y , and we still2 i i i 1 2 i 1 2
 y1 . X  X .  .get g x , y g aR . It follows that ht R l P F 1, so ht S l P F 1 as2 1 i i i
desired. So, if I is generated by 2 elements, Theorem 6 holds.
We have now built up the machinery we need to prove Theorem 6.
Proof of Theorem 6. We use induction on the number of generators of
I. Call this number m. If m s 1, we are done by Lemma 8. Likewise, if
m s 2 we are done by Lemma 9. So, assume m ) 2. We construct a chain
Y Y Y Y  . Yof N-subrings R ; ??? ; R with R ; R ; T , R l p s 0 , c* g Rn 1 i i i i n
 . Yand an m y 1 generated ideal J of R with c* g JT. By induction theren
exists a chain of N-subrings S ; ??? ; S such that RY ; S ; T , c* g JS ,n 1 i i n
 .and S l p s 0 . Then, we will show that c g IS . It is clear that once wei i n
have done this, the proof is complete.
 .  .Let I s y , . . . , y R and define J s y , . . . , y R . Also, as c g1 m n 1 my1 n
IT , we have c s s y q ??? qs y for s g T. We first show that if J is1 1 m m j
not contained in a height one prime of R , we can construct the desiredn
chain of N-subrings and find c*. So, suppose Q g Spec R with ht Q s 1n
Äimplies J o Q. Let t s s q u y q ??? qu y where u g T will bem 1 1 my1 my1 j
X w x Y XÄchosen later. Now, we define R s R t and R the localization of R ati i i i
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X Ä YR l M. Define c* s c y ty . As c, y g R , we have c* g R . Now,i m m n n
c* s s y q ??? qs y y y s q u y q ??? qu y . .1 1 m m m m 1 1 my1 my1
Y Y  .So c* g JT. Now we show that R is an N-subring and R l p s 0 . Letn i i
 4  <  .C s p , p , . . . p j Ass T j P g Spec T P g Ass TrrT with 0 / r g1 2 n
4R . Suppose P g C with y f P. Then let D be a full set of coset1 1 P .
 .representatives for the cosets t q P that yield cosets s q ty q P thatm 1
 .are algebraic over R r R l P as an element of TrP. Now use Lemma 21 1
if R is countable and Lemma 3 if not with D s D D to select1 P g C , y f P P .1
 .u so that s q u y is transcendental over R r R l P as an element of1 m 1 1 1 1
TrP for every P g C with y f P. Repeat this process to find a u so that1 2
 .s q u y q u y is transcendental over R r R l P as an element ofm 1 1 2 2 1 1
TrP for every P g C with y f P. Note that if P g C with y f P or2 1
 .y f P, then s q u y q u y is transcendental over R r R l P as an2 m 1 1 2 2 1 1
 4element of TrP. We continue this process to get a set u so thatj
 .s q u y q ??? qu y is transcendental over R r R l P as anm 1 1 my1 my1 1 1
  . <element of TrP for every P g C. To see this, suppose P g Ass TrrT 0
4/ r g R and suppose JT ; P. Then J ; R l P. But as R is an1 n n
 .N-subring, we have ht R l P F 1. It follows that J ; R l P s Q wheren n
Q is a height one prime of R . But, this is a contradiction as we haven
 4assumed this cannot happen. Hence, JT o P. So, y , . . . , y o P for1 my1
 .every P g C. As in the m s 2 case Lemma 9 , this is enough to get
Y  . YR l p s 0 for every i and R an N-subring. By the induction assump-i i i
tion, c* g JS and so we must have c g IS .n n
Now, suppose J ; Q where Q is a height one prime of R . Then sincen
R is a UFD, we can find a d g R and an ideal J* of R such thatn n n
J s dJ* with J* not in any height one prime of R and y s dz wheren j j
 .z g J*, for j s 1, 2, . . . m y 1 . Define w s s z q ??? qs z . Thenj 1 1 my1 my1
c s s y q ??? qs y1 1 m m
s s dz q ??? qs dz q s y1 1 my1 my1 m m
s d s z q ??? qs z q s y .1 1 my1 my1 m m
s dw q s y .m m
 .  .So, c g d, y T , and therefore, we can now use Lemma 9 with I s d, ym m
to find a chain of N-subrings RZ ; ??? ; RZ and c s ¨ y q ¨ d withn 1 1 m 2
Z  .¨ , ¨ g R ¨ and ¨ will be x and x from Lemma 9 . Now, as J* is1 2 n 1 2 1 2
not in any height one prime of R and R is an N-subring, we have J*RZn n n
not contained in any height one prime ideals of RZ. Hence, we can applyn
Z  . Zthe previous case using J s J*R , I s z , . . . , z , y R and c s ¨ ton 1 my1 m n 2
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get our chain RY ; ??? ; RY and an element c* g J*T. Now we mustn 1
Äshow c g IS . Notice that ¨ s w y ty by the construction, with w g J*n 2 m
Äand t g T , so ¨ g J*S q y S . It follows that ¨ d g dJ* S q dy S and2 n m n 2 n m n
this implies that ¨ d g JS q dy S . So, ¨ d g IS . Hence, as ¨ y g IRY2 n m n 2 n 1 m n
; IS , it follows that c s ¨ y q ¨ d g IS , and the proof is complete.n 1 m 2 n
 .  .LEMMA 10. Let T , M be a complete local ring, 0 / p ; p ; ??? ;1 2
p / M a chain of distinct prime ideals of T. Let R ; ??? ; R be a chainn n 1
 .of N-subrings of T with R l p s 0 for e¨ery i s 1, 2, . . . , n. Let I , I , . . . Ii i 1 2 n
and c , c , . . . , c be such that I is a finitely generated ideal of R with c g R1 2 n i i i i
and c g I T. Then there exists a chain of N-subrings S ; ??? ; S such thati i n 1
< < < <  .for e¨ery i, R ; S ; T , S s R , c g I S , and S l p s 0 .i i i i i i i i i
Proof. We use induction on n. First, we use Theorem 6 to find a chain
of N-subrings SX ; ??? ; SX so that every condition wanted is satisfiedn 1
except that we only know c g I S is true for i s n. Let S s SX . Now, usei i i n n
the induction assumption on the chain of primes p ; ??? ; p and the1 ny1
chain of N-subrings SX ; ??? ; SX to get a chain of N-subrings S ;ny1 1 ny1
??? ; S that satisfies the above conditions. Clearly, S ; S , and so the1 n ny1
chain S ; ??? ; S is the desired chain.n 1
It is worth noting that for the rings constructed in Theorem 6 and
Lemma 10, prime elements in R remain prime in S .i i
Note that if we are interested in constructing a ring with a semilocal
generic formal fiber, Theorem 6 and Lemma 10 can be easily adjusted so
that we get the appropriate versions for the semilocal case.
We find it advantageous to use the same technique used in Lemma 9
several times. However, the complicated case of intersecting two Krull
rings will not be needed again. So, we prove a general lemma for the
simple case in which we simply adjoin one element to an N-subring. The
following lemma shows that if C ; Spec T satisfies certain properties, and
x g T satisfies a transcendental property when considered as an element
of TrP for every P g C, then we can safely adjoin x to our N-subring,
localize, and still have an N-subring possessing the desired properties.
 .LEMMA 11. Let T , M be a complete local ring, and p g Spec T. Let R
 .be an N-subring of T with p l R s 0 . Suppose C ; Spec T satisfies the
following conditions:
 .i M f C,
 .ii p g C,
 .  <  . 4iii P g Spec T P g Ass TrrT with 0 / r g R ; C, and
 .iv Ass T ; C
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 .Let x g T be such that x f P and x q P is transcendental o¨er Rr R l P as
w xan element of TrP for e¨ery P g C. Then, S s R x is an N-subringRw x xl M .
< <  < <.  .of T properly containing R, S s sup / , R , and S l p s 0 .o
 .  .Proof. We first show that if P g C with R l P s 0 , then S l P s 0 .
w x  .  . nIt suffices to show R x l P s 0 . So, suppose f x s a x q ??? qa x qn 1
 .  .a g P with a g R. Then f x ' 0 mod P . But as P g C, x q P is0 j
 .  .  .transcendental over Rr R l P . So, f x is the zero polynomial mod P .
 .  .Hence, a g P for every j. So, a g R l P s 0 . Therefore, f x , is thej j
 .  .zero polynomial and we have S l P s 0 . It follows that S l p s 0 and
 .Q l S s 0 for Q g Ass T. Note that this also shows x is transcendental
< <  < <.over R. Hence, S is a UFD properly containing R and S s sup / , R .o
It is clear that S satisfies the cardinality condition for being an N-
 .subring, and we have already shown condition ii for N-subrings, so it
 .only remains to be shown that if z g T is regular and P g Ass TrzT , we
 .  w x .have ht S l P F 1. It suffices to show ht R x l P F 1. As R is an
 .  .N-subring, ht R l P F 1. Suppose ht R l P s 0. Then, as R is a
 . w xdomain, R l P s 0 . It follows that in the ring R x , all elementsRw x xl P .
w x w xof R except for 0 have been inverted. So, R x s k x localized atRw x xl P .
 w x.some set where k is a field. But, dim k x F 1 and it follows that
 w x .  w x .  .dim R x F 1. So, ht R x l P F 1. Now, suppose ht R l P sRw x xl P .
 .1. Then, R l P s aR for some a g R l P. Using condition ii of being an
N-subring and the fact that a is in R, a is not a zero divisor in T. Now, the
w x  .Corollary to Theorem 6.2 in 5 tells us that since P g Ass TrzT , we have
 .  .PT g Ass T rzT . As depth T s 1, and a is regular, the ring T r aTP P P P P P
 .consists only of zero divisors and units. Hence, PT g Ass T raT . So,P P P
 .using the same Corollary, we get P g Ass TraT and so P g C. Now, if
 . w x  . mg x g R x l P then g x s b x q ??? b x q b g P with b g R. But,m 1 0 j
 .by the transcendental property of x q P, b g P l R s aR. Hence, g xj
w x  w x .  .g aR x . So, ht R x l P s 1. This shows that condition iii N-subrings
is satisfied and so S is an N-subring.
Now, for the generic formal fiber of a ring A to be local, with maximal
Ã .ideal p, we must have A l p s 0 and if q g Spec A with q o p, then
 .A l q / 0 . The following lemma allows us to adjoin an element of q in
such a way that the resulting ring intersected with p is still the zero ideal.
 .LEMMA 12. Let T , M be a complete local UFD of dimension at least
< <  .two, TrM G c, 0 / p ; p ; ??? ; p / M a chain of distinct prime1 2 n
ideals in T and q g Spec T. Suppose R ; R ; ??? ; R is a chain ofn ny1 1
 .N-subrings with p l R s 0 for e¨ery i s 1, 2, . . . , n. Then there exists ai i
 .chain of N-subrings S ; ??? ; S such that R ; S ; T , S l p s 0 ,n 1 i i i i
< <  < <.  .S s sup / , R , and q o p implies S l q / 0 for e¨ery i s 1, 2, . . . , n.i o i i i
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Proof. Suppose q ; p . Then, S s R for every i clearly works. So, we1 i i
may as well assume q o p . Let j be the largest integer such that q o p .1 j
Set S s R for i s j q 1, j q 2, . . . n, and we will work to define S fori i i
i s 1, 2, . . . , j. We do this in two cases.
  . < 4First, suppose q f P g Ass TrrT 0 / r g R . In this case, for P g1
Spec T we define D to be a full set of coset representatives of the cosetsP .
 .t q P which are algebraic over R r R l P as an element of TrP. Note1 1
<  . < < <  .that as R r R l P F R , the algebraic closure of R r R l P in1 1 1 1 1
< < < < < < < <TrP has cardinality at most R . Hence, D F R . Also, as TrM G c,1 P . 1
< < < <  .we have R - TrM by condition i of N-subrings. Now, use Lemma 31
with
 4C s p , . . . p j 0 j P g Ass TrrT 0 / r g R , 4 .  . 41 j 1
 <I s q, and D s D D to find a t g q with t f P q r P g C,P g C P .
4    . < 4r g D Note that if P g P g Ass TrrT 0 / r g R , then depth T s 11 P
 .and since UFD's satisfy Serre's S condition, we have ht P s 1 and so2
. w x w xq o P for every P g C . Then, let S be R t localized at R t l M fori i i
 .i s 1, 2, . . . , j. Clearly, we have S l q / 0 for i s 1, 2, . . . , j. Now, by thei
 .way t was chosen, t q P is transcendental over R r R l P for every1 1
P g C. Note that since R ; R , we also have t q P transcendental overi 1
 .  .R r R l P . So, by Lemma 11, S is an N-subring, S l p s 0 , andi i i i i
< <  < <.S s sup / , R for every i s 1, 2, . . . , j. Hence, the lemma holds fori o i
this case.
The rest of the proof will be devoted to the more difficult case}the
case where
q g P g Ass TrrT 0 / r g R . . 41
 .In this case, it is clear that R l q / 0 . So, let k be the largest integer1
 .less than or equal to j such that R l q / 0 . If k s j, let S s R fork i i
  .i s 1, 2, . . . , j. Then, these S 's satisfy the lemma. To see that S l q / 0i i
 . .for i s 1, 2, . . . , j, just note that 0 / R l q ; R l q ; ??? ; R l q.j jy1 1
 . So, we may as well assume k - j. Then, R l q s 0 , so q f P gkq1
 . < 4Ass TrrT 0 / r g R . It follows thatkq1
q g P g Ass TrrT 0 / r g R y P g Ass TrrT 0 / r g R . .  . 4  41 kq1
 .  .Now, depth T s 1, and so ht q s 1. By condition iii of N-subrings,q
 .ht q l R s 1 for i s 1, 2, . . . , k. As R is a UFD, q l R s ¨ R fori i i i i
some ¨ g R that is irreducible in R . Now, ¨ factors into powers ofi i i 1
irreducibles in T , say ¨ s ue1 ue2 ??? uem where the u 's are distinct. It is1 1 2 m a
 .easy to see that u s q for some a between 1 and m. Define u s u anda a
e s e . Let  ueb s w . If ¨ is already a power of a prime, set w s 1.a b/ a b 1 1 1
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So, ¨ s ue w . Note that ¨ R ; ??? ; ¨ R , so ¨ s ¨ r where r g R .1 1 k k 1 1 i 1 i i 1
Let w s w r . Then, ¨ s ue w for i s 1, 2, . . . k. Now, let P g Spec Ti 1 i i i
such that u f P. Suppose t q P / t9 q P. Then, as ue f P, we have
uet q P / uet9 q P. So, for every coset t q P, we get a different coset
uet q P. Similarly, if Q g Spec T with w f Q, for every coset t9 q Q we1
get a different coset w t9 q Q. Now, define D to be a full set of coset1 u, P
representatives for those choices of t q P that yield cosets uet q P such
e  .that u t q P is algebraic over R r R l P as an element of TrP. Define1 1
D similarly so that D is a full set of coset representatives for thosew , Q w , Q1 1
choices of t9 q Q that yield cosets w t9 q Q such that w t9 q Q is1 1
 .algebraic over R r R l Q as an element of TrQ. Now, apply Lemma 41 1
using ue and w as our elements of T , and1
 4C s p , . . . , p j 0 j P g Ass TrrT 0 / r g R y q 4 .  . 41 1 j 1
 4  4C s p , . . . , p j 0 j q 4 .2 1 k
D s DD1 u , P
PgC1
D s DD2 w , Q1
QgC2
e Note that u f P for all P g C is clear as q ­ p the primes in1 j
  . < 4P g Ass TrrT 0 / r g R are of height 1 and so cannot contain q as q1
.is also of height 1 . If w s 1, then clearly, w f Q for every Q g C .1 1 2
Suppose 1 / w g p for some i s 1, 2, . . . k. Then ¨ s ue w r g p , but1 i i 1 i i
 .¨ g R , so p l R / 0 , a contradiction. Hence, w f p for i s 1, 2, . . . k.i i i i 1 i
Also, note that w g q cannot happen as the set of u 's we picked were1 a
< < < < < < < <distinct. Also, as in the case above, we have D F R and D F R .u, P 1 w , Q 11
< < < < < <Note that either C is finite or C s R , so as R is an N-subring and1 1 1 1
< < < < < <TrM G c, we have the needed condition that C = D - TrM for i s 1i i
e  <and i s 2. So, Lemma 4 yields a unit t g T with u t f D P q r P g C r1
4 y1  < 4g D and w t f D Q q a Q g C , a g D . Now, let1 1 2 2
w e x w e xS s R u t localized at R u t l M for i s k q 1, . . . , j,i i i
and
e y1 e y1S s R u t , w t localized at R u t , w t l M for i s 1, 2, . . . , k .i i i i i
Then, showing that S satisfies the lemma for i s k q 1, . . . , j is just thei
  . < 4previous case since q f P g Ass TrrT 0 / r g R . So, we must showkq1
that S satisfies the lemma for i s 1, 2, . . . , k.i
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w e y1 xFirst, we show S is a UFD for i between 1 and k. Now, R u t, w t si i i
w e  e .x  e . w e  e .xR u t, ¨ r u t , and when we adjoin 1r u t , we get R u t, 1r u t ,i i i
e w e  e .xwhich is a UFD. So, if we can show that u t is prime in R u t, ¨ r u t ,i i
w x w e  e .xthen by Theorem 19.20 in 1 , R u t, ¨ r u t will be a UFD. Now,i i
w e  e .x w e x  e .R u t, ¨ r u t ( R u t, y r u ty y ¨ where y is an indeterminate. Thei i i i
e w e  e .x  e e .element u t is prime in R u t, ¨ r u t if and only if u t, u ty y ¨ isi i i
w e x  e e .  e .  e .prime in R u t, y . But u t, u ty y ¨ s u t, ¨ , so we must show u t, ¨i i i i
w e x  e .is prime in R u t, y . To do this, it suffices to show u t, ¨ is prime ini i
w e x w e x  e .  .R u t . Now, R u t r u t, ¨ ( R r ¨ is a domain as ¨ is prime in R .i i i i i i i
w e y1 xSo, R u t, w t is a UFD and it follows that S is a UFD.i i i
To show that S ; S for every i, note that ¨ R ; ¨ R , soi iy1 i i iy1 iy1
e y1 e  y1 .¨ s ¨ a for some a g R . Now, u w t s u a w t , soi iy1 iy1 iy1 iy1 i iy1 iy1
y1  y1 .w t s a w t , and it follows that S ; S for every i. To showi iy1 iy1 i iy1
 .  e y1. w e y1 x e y1that S l p s 0 , suppose f u t, w t g R u t, w t l p . As u tw ti i i i i i i
s ¨ g R , f is of the formi i
mne e y1 y1a u t q ??? qa u t q a q a w t q ??? qa w t .  .  .  .n 1 0 y1 i ym i
 e .mwith a g R . Multiplying through by u t , we getl i
m nqm mmq1e e e eu t f s a u t q ??? qa u t q a u t .  .  .  .n 1 0
mmy1eq a ¨ u t q ??? qa ¨ , .  .y1 i ym i
 e .m w e y1 x eand note that u t f g R u t, w t l p . But, u t q p is transcendentali i i i
 .over R r R l p , as an element of Trp , so a g p for l s 0, 1, 2, . . . , ni i i i l i
and a ¨yl g p for l s y1, y2, . . . , ym. But, as ¨ f p , we must havel i i i i
 .a g p for all l. This implies that a g p l R s 0 , so f is the zerol i l i i
 .polynomial. Hence, S l p s 0 .i i
 .  .Condition i of N-subrings is clear, and condition ii is trivial as T is a
 .domain, so all we have left is to show that S satisfies condition iii ofi
 .being an N-subring for i s 1, 2, . . . , k. Let P g Ass TrsT where 0 / s g
 .  .T. Since R is an N-subring, ht P l R F 1. Suppose ht P l R s 0.i i i
 .  w e x.Then, P l R s 0 , and ht P l R u t F 1. Localizing cannot increasei i
 w e  e .x.height, so ht P l R u t, 1r u t F 1. Note that ht P s 1 in T. P / qi
 .  . esince q l R / 0 and P l R s 0 . So, u t f P. Hence, when we local-i i
e  w e  e .xize at u t, the height of P is unaffected, so we have ht R u t, ¨ r u t li
.  w e  e .xw  e .x.  w e  e .x.P s ht P l R u t, ¨ r u t 1r u t s ht P l R u t, 1r u t F 1. So,i
 .  .in this case, ht S l P F 1. Now, suppose ht P l R s 1. We handle thisi i
in three cases:
w e y1 xCase 1. Suppose P s q. Let f g R u t, w t l q. Again, asi i
 e . y1 .u t w t s ¨ g R , f is of the formi i i
mne e y1 y1a u t q ??? qa u t q a q a w t q ??? qa w t .  .  .  .n 1 0 y1 i ym i
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with a g R . Now, since f and ue are in q, we havel i
my1 y1a q a w t q ??? qa w t g q .  .0 y1 i ym i
and by the way t was chosen, this implies that
a , a , . . . a g q l R s ¨ R .0 y1 ym i i i
 e . w e y1 x  e . w e y1 xSo, f g ¨ , u t R u t, w t . But ¨ , u t R u t, w t si i i i i i
 e . w e y1 x  e . y1 . w e y1 xu t R u t, w t as ¨ s u t w t . Hence, R u t, w t l q si i i i i i
 e . w e y1 x  .u t R u t, w t , and it follows that ht S l P F 1.i i i
Case 2. Suppose w g P and P / q. Then, ¨ g P l R , so ¨ R ; P li i i i i
R , but both are prime of height 1, so ¨ R s P l R . Now, let g gi i i i
w e y1 xR u t, w t l P. Then, g is of the formi i
mne e y1 y1a u t q ??? qa u t q a q a w t q ??? qa w t .  .  .  .n 1 0 y1 i ym i
with a g R . So, as w g P,l i i
ne ea u t q ??? qa u t q a g P . .  .n 1 0
But by the way t was chosen, a , . . . a g P l R s ¨ R . Therefore, g gn 0 i i i
 y1. w e y1 x  y1. w e y1 x  y1. e .¨ , w t R u t, w t s w t R u t, w t as ¨ s w t u t .i i i i i i i i i
w e y1 x  y1 . w e y1 xHence, P l R u t, w t s w t R u t, w t , and it follows thati i i i i
 .ht S l P F 1.i
Case 3. Suppose w f P and P / q. Let P l R s zR . Then, if h gi i i
w e y1 xP l R u t, w t , h is of the formi i
mne e y1 y1a u t q ??? qa u t q a q a w t q ??? qa w t .  .  .  .n 1 0 y1 i ym i
 e .mwhere a g R . Multiplying through by u t , we getl i
m nqm mmq1e e e eu t h s a u t q ??? qa u t q a u t .  .  .  .n 1 0
mmy1e iq a ¨ u t q ??? qa ¨ , .  .y1 i ym
w e y1 xwhich will still be in P l R u t, w t . But, by the way t was chosen, wei i
have
a g P l R s zR for l s 0, 1, . . . , nl i i
and
a ¨yl g P l R s zR for l s y1, y2, . . . , ym.l i i i
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For l s y1, y2, . . . ym, we have a ¨yl g P, so either a g P or ¨ g P.l i l i
Suppose ¨ g P. Then ue w g P, but u f P, so w g P, a contradic-i i i
w e y1 xtion. Hence, a g P l R s zR . Therefore, P l R u t, w t sl i i i i
 . w e y1 x  .z R u t, w t , and it follows that ht P l S F 1. Hence, S is ani i i i
N-subring for all i, and the lemma is proved.
We note here that if we are interested in constructing a ring that has a
semilocal generic formal fiber, we can make the following changes to the
above lemma. Suppose that in the statement of Lemma 12 instead of
having a chain of N-subrings, we only have one, call it R , and if instead of1
 4having a chain of prime ideals, we have a set p , . . . , p of nonzero prime1 s
 .ideals of T such that for every j, p / M, p l R s 0 , and p o p whenj j 1 i j
i / j. Then, we can use the above proof to get an N-subring S such that1
 . < <  < <.R ; S ; T , S l p s 0 for every j, S s sup / , R , and q o p1 1 1 j 1 o 1 j
 .implies S l q / 0 for every j. When proving this, however, we may1
  . < 4assume that we are in the case q f P g Ass TrrT 0 / r g R . This is1
 .because if q is in this set, we have q l R / 0 , so S s R works. For1 1 1
this easy case in the above proof, we did not use the assumption that T is a
 .UFD. We only needed that T is an S domain. Hence, we can weaken2
 .the hypotheses on T to that it is merely an S domain. Note that in this2
case, we also get the added bonus that prime elements in R remain prime1
in S .1
2Lemma 13 allows us to build our N-subring R so that for any t g TrM ,
2 .we have t g Image R ª TrM .
 .LEMMA 13. Let T , M be a complete local UFD of dimension at least
< <  .two and TrM G c, 0 / p ; p ; ??? ; p / M a chain of distinct prime1 2 n
 .ideals in T with q g Spec T such that q / 0 . Suppose R ; R ; ??? ;n ny1
 .R is a chain of N-subrings with p l R s 0 for e¨ery i s 1, 2, . . . , n. Let1 i i
u g T. Then, there exists a chain of N-subrings S ; ??? ; S such that then 1
following are true:
 .i R ; S ; T where R ; S is proper containment for e¨ery i,i i i i
 .  .ii S l p s 0 for e¨ery i,i i
 . < <  < <.iii S s sup / , R for e¨ery i,i o i
 .  .iv q o p implies S l q / 0 for i, andi i
 . 2v there is a c g S with u y c g M .n
Proof. First use Lemma 12 to find a chain of N-subrings RX ; ??? ; RXn 1
X X  . < X <  < <.such that R ; R ; T , R l p s 0 , R s sup / , R , and q o p im-i i i i i o i i
X  .plies R l q / 0 . If P g Spec T , define D to be a full set of coseti P .
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 .representatives for the cosets t q P such that t q u q P is algebraic over
X  X .R r R l P as an element of TrP. Now, let1 1
 4C s p , p , . . . , p j 0 4 .1 2 n
Xj P g Spec T P g Ass TrrT with 0 / r g R . 41
  . < X 4and D s D D . If P g Ass TrrT 0 / r g R , then depth T s 1.P g C P . 1 P
 .As T is a Noetherian UFD, it satisfies Serre's S condition. So, ht P s 1.2
Note that the dimension of T being at least two implies ht M ) 1, so
P / M. It follows that M 2 o Q for every Q g C. Now, use Lemma 3 with
2 2  < 4I s M to find t g M such that t f D P q a P g C, a g D . Let
Y X w x Y YR s R u q t and S s R localized at M l R . Then, by Lemma 11,i i i i i
< <  < <.with x s u q t, we have S is an N-subring of T , S s sup / , R , andi i o i
 .  .S l p s 0 . For conclusion v in the lemma, c s u q t is the desiredi i
element. The rest of the conclusions are clear.
In our construction, we build increasing chains of N-subrings. The
following lemma allows us to do so in a way that the union of each
increasing chain is still an N-subring except for maybe the cardinality
.condition .
 .LEMMA 14. Let T , M be a complete local UFD of dimension at least
 .two, p g Spec T , p / 0 , p / M, and R be an N-subring of T with0
 .R l p s 0 . Let V be a well-ordered set with least element 0 and assume0
< < 4 <either that V is countable or, for e¨ery a g V, we ha¨e b g V b - a -
< <  .  < 4  < 4TrM . Let g a s sup b g V b - a . Suppose R a g V is an as-a
 .cending collection of rings with R l p s 0 for e¨ery a g V and such thata
 .  .if g a s a , then R s D R , while if g a - a , then R is ana b - a b a
< <  < <.N-subring and R F sup / , R .a o g a .
Then S s D R satisfies all conditions to be an N-subring of T except thea
< <  < < < <.  .cardinality condition, S F sup / , R , V , and S l p s 0 .o 0
 .  .Proof. S l p s 0 is clear since R l p s 0 for every a g V. Now,a
replace V by V9 s V j d and d ) a for all a g V. Let R s S. Itd
suffices to show that for each a g V9, R satisfies all conditions to be ana
< <N-subring of T except perhaps the cardinality condition and R Fa
 < < < < 4 <.sup / , R , b g V b - a . We will use transfinite induction, the caseo 0
a s 0 being trivial.
Now, if we can show that the two statements in the preceding paragraph
hold for R , then the cardinality inequality shows that R is an N-subringa a
unless a s d . Assume the inductive hypothesis holds for every b - a . If
 .  .g a / a , the two statements are clear. So assume g a s a and R sa
D R . Then R is a quasi-local domain. Suppose w g R is not ab - a b a a
unit. Then w is not a unit in T since M l R is the maximal ideal of R .a a
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So, w can be factored uniquely in T. Suppose w s w w ??? w where w1 2 n i
are irreducible in T. Also, w g R for some b - a . Then, as R is a UFD,b b
we can factor w into irreducibles in R . Suppose w s u u ??? u whereb 1 2 m
u are irreducibles in R . Now, since the maximal ideal of R is M l R ,j b b b
none of the u 's are units in T. Hence, m F n. It follows that there exists aj
l with b - l - a and an N with m F N F n such that for every m with
l - m - a , w factors into N irreducibles in R . Hence, w can be writtenm
as a product of N irreducibles in R . We will show that irreducibles in Ra a
are prime. Let x be irreducible in R , and suppose ab g xR witha a
a, b g R . Then for some b - a , ab g xR with a, b, x g R and xa b b
irreducible in R . But as R is a UFD, x is prime in R , so either a or bb b b
is in xR . Say a g xR . Then a g xR , so x is prime in R . Thus R is ab b a a a
UFD.
 .Condition ii of the definition of N-subrings follows trivially from the
 .fact that it is true for each R , b - a . To prove condition iii , let t g Tb
 .  .  .be regular and P g Ass TrtT . If ht P l R ) 1, clearly ht P l R ) 1a b
for some b - a . This contradicts the fact that R is an N-subring. Lastlyb
we must check the cardinality inequality. Since R s D R ,a b - a b
< < < < < <R F R F b g V b - a ? sup R 4a b b
b-ab-a
< <F b g V b - a sup sup / , R , s g V s - b 4  4 . .o 0
b-a
< <F b g V b - a sup / , R , b g V b - a 4  4 .o 0
< <s sup / , R , b g V b - a . 4 .o 0
w xWe note here that Lemma 14 is a variation of Lemma 6 in 3 . In the
semilocal case, where we need not assume that T is a UFD, we can use
w x Lemma 6 from 3 . Here we need to use the observation that in the
previous lemmas for the semilocal case we have prime elements in R are1
.prime in S .1
The following lemma allows us to construct our N-subrings to satisfy the
 .desired condition so we can use Proposition 1 that IT l R s I for every
finitely generated ideal I of R.
 .LEMMA 15. Suppose T , M is a complete local UFD of dimension at
< <  .least two and TrM G c. Let 0 / p ; p ; ??? ; p / M be a chain of1 2 n
 .distinct prime ideals of T with q g Spec T such that q / 0 . Let R ; ??? ;n
 . < < < <R be a chain of N-subrings with R l p s 0 and R s R for e¨ery i1 i i i j
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2and j. Let t g TrM . Then, there exists a chain of N-subrings of T ,
S ; ??? ; S such that for e¨ery i s 1, 2, . . . , n, the following are true:n 1
 .i R ; S ; T with R ; S proper containment,i i i i
 .  .ii S l p s 0 ,i i
 . < <  < <.iii S s sup / , R ,i o i
 .  .iv q o p implies S l q / 0 ,i i
2 .  .v t g Image S ª TrM , andi
 .vi for e¨ery finitely generated ideal I of S , we ha¨e IT l S s I.i i
Proof. First use Lemma 13 to construct a chain of rings R ; ??? ;n, 0
R so that R ; R ; T , with R ; R proper containment, t g1, 0 i i, 0 i i, 0
 2 .  . < <  < <.Image R ª TrM , R l p s 0 , R s sup / , R , and q o pi, 0 i, 0 i i, 0 o i i
 .implies R l q / 0 for every i. We note here that when we constructi, 0
 .  .  .S , it will contain R , so conditions i , iv , and v of the lemma willi i, 0
< < < <follow automatically. Also note that R s R for every i and j. Now,i, 0 j, 0
let
V s I , c I a finitely generated ideal of R and c g IT l R . 4i i , 0 i , 0
< < < < < < < <Now, R F V is clear since I can be R , and V F R is cleari, 0 i i, 0 i i, 0
< < < < < <since the number of finite subsets of R is R . So, V s R .i, 0 i, 0 i i, 0
Well-order V so that it does not have a maximal element. Call the index1
< < < <set A. Now, as V s V for every i, we can well-order each V using thei 1 i
same index set A. Let
V s D V = V = ??? = V 4 .1 2 n
 .this is the diagonal of the Cartesian product . Now there is a natural
well-ordering of V using A. Let 0 denote the first element of V. Then,
< < < < < < < <V s R . So, since R is an N-subring, V - TrM . Now, we willi, 0 i, 0
 < 4define n families R a g V with i going from 1 to n such that eachi, a
family satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 14. In each family, begin with
 .   . .R . If g a - a g a is defined in the statement of Lemma 14 andi, 0
 .  .  ..g a s I , c , . . . , I , c , then choose R to be an N-subring of T1 1 n n i, a
given by Lemma 10 so that R ; R ; T , c g I R and R ; ???i, g a . i, a i i i, a n, a
 .; R . If g a s a , choose R s D R . Then, by transfinite1, a i, a b - a i, b
induction, R ; ??? ; R for every a g V. Set R s D R . Byn, a 1, a i, 1 i, a
< < < <Lemma 14, R is an N-subring of T and R s R . Also, we havei, 1 i, 1 i, 0
 .R ; ??? ; R and R l p s 0 . Fix i. If I is a finitely generatedn, 1 1, 1 i, 1 i
ideal of R and c g IT l R , then there is an a g V such thati, 0 i, 0
 .  .  .  ..  .g a s I , c , . . . , I, c , . . . , I , c and g a - a . So, c g IR ;1 1 n n i, a
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IR . Thus, IT l R ; IR . Now, start with the chain R ; ??? ; Ri, 1 i, 0 i, 1 n, 1 1, 1
and in the same way, construct the rings R ; ??? ; R . Continue inn, 2 1, 2
this way to obtain
R ;R ; ???1, 0 1, 1
j j
R ;R ; ???2, 0 2, 1
j j
. .. .. .
j j
R ;R ; ???n, 0 n, 1
with IT l R ; IR for every finitely generated ideal I of R . Byi, m i, mq1. i, m
` < <  < <.Lemma 14, S s D R is an N-subring of T and S s sup / , R .i js1 i, j i o i
 4Now, fix i and let I be a finitely generated ideal of S . Let y , . . . , y be ai 1 k
 4generating set for I. Then, y , . . . , y ; R for some n. Suppose c g IT1 k i, n
 .l S . Then, c g R for some m G n. So, c g y , . . . , y T l R ;i i, m 1 k i, m
 .  .y , . . . , y R ; y , . . . , y S s I. So, I s IT l S . The rest of the1 k i, mq1. 1 k i i
conclusions of the lemma follow easily by the construction of the S 's.i
Finally, Theorem 16 gives us the desired result.
 .THEOREM 16. Let T , M be a complete local UFD of dimension at least
< <  .two and TrM G c. Let 0 s p ; p ; ??? ; p / M be a chain of dis-0 1 n
 .tinct prime ideals of T such that p l the prime subring of T s 0 . Then theren
exists a chain of local UFD's A ; A ; ??? ; A ; A s T such thatn ny1 1 0
ÃA s T , and the generic formal fiber of A is local with p the maximal ideal.i i i
It is worth noting that in the setting of the above theorem, if K is thei
Ã w xquotient field of A , then we have T m K ( A K s T .i A i i i pi i
Proof. Let A s T , and forget about the i s 0 case. Now, let V s0 1
 < 4q g Spec T q o p , well-ordered so that each element of V has fewer1 1
< <than V predecessors. T is Noetherian, so each q is finitely generated.1
< < < < < < < < < <Hence, V F T . But, as TrM G c, we have T s TrM . Now suppose1
< < < <  < 4V - TrM . Then, use Lemma 3 with C s P g Spec T ht P s ht p ,1 1
 4  4I s M, and D s 0 . Note that since C y p ; V , and C contains1 1
infinitely many elements, we have
< < < < < < < < < < 4C = D s C s C y p F V - TrM .1 1
 < 4Then, by Lemma 3, M o D P g Spec T ht P s ht p . But, this is a1
< < < <contradiction as M is actually equal to this set. Hence, V s TrM . Pick1
an index set for V and call it B. Define RX to be the prime subring of T1 0
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X X and R to be R localized at R l M So, R is isomorphic to Q, Z , or0 0 0 0 m
.Z for some prime integer m . It is easy to see that R is an N-subring ofm. 0
 . 2T. Also, R l p s 0 for every i by assumption. Let V s TrM , well0 i 2
< <ordered so that each element of V has fewer than V predecessors.2 2
Since the cardinalities of V and V are the same and since we are1 2
< <ordering both sets so that each element of V has fewer than Vi i
predecessors, we can use B for the index set for both of the V 's. BI
< < .could be the first ordinal of cardinality TrM . Let
V s q , t q g V , t g V , where a g B 4 .a a a 1 a 2
well-ordered in the obvious way using B as the index set. So, V is the
.diagonal of V = V . Let 0 designate the first element of V. Then, V1 2
satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 14.
Let R s R for every i / 0. We show that for l g V, we can findi, 0 0
< < < <N-subrings R such that R s R for every i and j, R ; ??? ;i, l i, l j, l n, l
 .  .  .  .R , and R l p s 0 . Moreover, if g l - l, with g l s q, t , we1, l i, l i
have the additional conditions that R properly contains R , t gi, l i, g l.
 2 . < <  < <.Image R ª TrM for every i / 0, R s sup / , R , and q o pi, l i, l o i, g l. i
 .implies R l q / 0 . We do this by transfinite induction, the case l s 0i, l
being obvious. Assume we have found the desired R for all m - l. Ifi, m
 .  .g l - l, Lemma 15 yields an acceptable R . If g l s l, define R si, l i, l
< <  < < < <D R . Note that in this case we have R s sup R , m mm- l i, m i, l m - l i, m
4 <. < < < <- l . Therefore, we have R s R for every i and j.i, l j, l
Then A s D R for i s 1, 2, . . . , n are the desired A 's. To seei lg V i, l i
Ãthis, we use Proposition 1 to show A is Noetherian and A s T for everyi i
i. By construction, A ª TrM 2 is surjective. Now, let I be a finitelyi
 4generated ideal of A with generating set y , . . . , y , and suppose c g ITi 1 k
 4  .l A . Then, c, y , . . . , y ; R for some l g V with g l - l. So, byi 1 k i, l
 .  .  .Lemma 15, y , . . . , y R s y , . . . , y T l R , so c g y , . . . , y R1 k i, l 1 k i, l 1 k i, l
; IA . Hence, IT l A s I. It follows by Proposition 1 that A is Noe-i i i
Ã  .therian and A s T. Note that by construction, A l p s 0 , and fori i i
 .every q o p , we have A l q / 0 . It follows that the generic formal fiberi i
of A is local with p the maximal ideal.i i
Note that we only used the hypotheses that T is a UFD in Lemma 12
and Lemma 14. In the semilocal case, as already noted, this assumption
can be weakened in both of these lemmas to T being a domain satisfying
 .Serre's S condition. Thus, we have the following result.2
 .THEOREM 17. Let T , M be a complete local domain of dimension at
 . < <  4least two satisfying Serre's S condition and TrM G c. Let p , . . . , p be2 1 s
a set of nonzero prime ideals of T such that for e¨ery j, p / M, p l thej j
.  .prime subring of T s 0 , and p o p when i / j. Then there exists a locali j
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ÃUFD A such that A s T and the generic formal fiber of A is semilocal with
 4maximal ideals p , . . . , p .1 s
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